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Welcome Peninsula
Pedallers to the June
Periodical edition.-GARY
MORANDA (Editor)
-------------------------------------------------We have a restaurant night pencilled in for
the 23rd August. We need a coordinator and
suggested venue. Any suggestions would be
much appreciated. Please contact Trish on
047 761 0079

Beverly and I have been having a wonderful
trip starting from San Francisco and then on
to Seattle and Vancouver.
We boarded the train for a spell-binding trip
through the Canadian Rockies to Banff and
then via bus to the Ice Field Parkway where
we had a walk on the Glacier in glorious
weather.

==================================
If any of our members would like to submit
anything towards the Periodical please let us
know. Secretary@peninsulapedallars.org.au
==================================

A little contribution for the Periodical
From Geoff Payne
The attached photo shows
how some people park their
bikes in Canada.

Later, we photographed black bears close to
the highway. We are now on the VIA Rail to
Toronto via stopover in Winnipeg. We have a
new respect for Vline after seeing the way
that private ownership of the rails plays hell
with train schedules.
The Canadians are very courteous people
particularly on the road. Good bike lanes on
main roads.
Melbourne is not the only city with issues of
inadequate parking for cycles. I took this
photo in Jasper's main street. See you all
again around late June or July.
Geoff
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The following is applicable to all rides.
(Sunday Leisurely and Fast, Wednesday
Leisurely and Fast)
If the weather is inclement (32+ or
significant rain), it is the responsibility of
intending riders to check with the ride
coordinator
NB – this is particularly important when start
is distant; the coordinator cannot be
expected to drive many kms to the start.

Argentina and Uruguay over a 4 week period.
The main highlight will be walking the Inca
Trail to Machu Picchu, but we will also be
enjoying some of the most unforgettable
cycling experiences that you could ever
imagine. This trip is intended for those who
aren’t daunted by a true adventure, however
it will also be fully supported with a “sag
wagon” for those who are unable or unwilling
to ride any of the bike sections. I wondered if
this type of challenge would be of interest to
any of your riders ?
I have attached a brief brochure giving some
more details of this trip and I would
appreciate it if you could share this with your
riders. There will be an Information Meeting
on Saturday 22nd of April and that is when I
will be able to share all the details, dates and
pricing. If anyone wants to come along to the
meeting they need to email or ring me to let
me know how many seats they will need.

Ghostriders Cycling Group

The trip itself will be restricted to 12 people,
so it will definitely be a small group and
spaces are likely to fill quickly.
Over the past 11 years the Melbourne
based Ghostriders Cycling Group has put
together over 35 overseas cycling adventures
with around 400 people from all over
Australia now having taken part. These trips
have now allowed us to cycle and trek all over
the globe. I now want to share the details of
what we have planned for next year with your
cycling group.

Life was meant to be a real adventure, so
don’t let it pass you by.
Regards
Dennis Dawson
Ghostriders Cycling Group
Ph 0419 106324

In May 2018 we will be returning to South
America for another cycling and trekking
adventure. We will be visiting Peru, Brazil,
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SOME PHOTOS BY
ELIZABETH
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